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Background Information 

 AC owned a house in Luton that she hoped to retain following divorce proceedings. AC has lived here 

around thirteen years until two years ago when she separated from her husband who moved out. AC 

now lives in Hitchin with her new partner and is hoping to rent the Luton house out, but needs to know 

best way to deal with spirit activity in the house before future tenants move in.  

 

Paranormal events experienced include smells - both foul and florally; orbs/rods - seen both through 

camera and with naked eye in broad daylight; icy cold spots; adult size 'pixelated' area in dining room; 

small pets being let out of cages and being found in wardrobes in early hours; name calling; hearing 

someone come in back door; rattling cutlery in drawer, footsteps up the stairs, shadow under closed 

door; x-box disc living in machine for playing, found balanced on bracket behind TV, full length body 

weight on bed behind AC; scratching; being shaken awake when dozing on sofa; a friend being pushed 

through doorways; hearing name being called; being poked in back when sleeping; hearing short 'zip-

zip' bee-like buzzing sound in ear when trying to sleep at night; vibration down centre of mattress - 

nothing felt on edge.  

 

AC would very much like to find out what's going on! Events happen day or night. She had 'words' 

sometimes and things calm down but not for long. Can be worse early autumn, and was definitely 

worse when moved in and re-decorating/refurbishing which she knows happens. AC always lived in 

houses with spirit (and holiday bases too) but she would not spend too much time in this house now 

alone, certainly not overnight, having lived in her present house for two years and found it to be largely 

'clean'. Atmosphere constantly changing, sometimes for some weeks there was absolutely nothing, and 

other times everything all at once.  

 

For the purpose of gathering information it was agreed that LPS would investigate on two separate 

dates a few weeks apart in order to gauge paranormal activity taking place.  

 

Investigation One on 11.02.2017 

Pre -investigation 

Upon entering the house a few members of the team felt that there was a feeling of depression in the 

house, while setting up equipment members of the team found a cold spot up at the top of the stairs.  

Kerry felt as entering the living room someone sat in the chair behind the living room door, other 

members felt someone sat in the arm chair next to the window. 

 

On the first walkthrough, Dee felt a big change in energy at the top of the stairs on the landing.  After 

taking many baseline readings with the EMF meter, she and Andy G confirmed that there was an 

electricity cable running underneath the top stair/landing causing major EMF spikes.  This could have 

been causing the fluctuation in energy that Dee picked up on psychically. Another psychic energy 

hotspot for Dee was the bed in the master bedroom. Dee very strongly picks up on a Welsh connection 

throughout the investigation. 

Investigation Report  
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Dee is also very certain that whatever/whomever is not connected to the house per se, but comes and 

goes. Dee is unnerved by the complete silence of the house generally - it is unnaturally quiet for a home 

(no creaks, bumps, heating pipes, settling noise). 

 

Investigation   

 

Master Bedroom Area 

 

20:01 Kerry, Andy G and Dee heard a clunk noise in the small bedroom and Kerry saw a flash of light 

in the small bedroom. Kerry and Andy heard a Click noise from the kitchen  

 

20.14 Olivius 5 (which is a small device used for alleged spirit communication) came out with the 

words “unholy, Jumped, and crayon”.   At this time Kerry could see fog at the bottom of the stairs, 

While most of the Team felt dizzy at the top of the stairs. 

 

20:25 K2 meter (which measures Electromagnetic fields) was flashing in the main bedroom and 

another K2 meter was flashing in Andy’s coat pocket which was hanging up in the hallway which was 

evidence of an Electromagnetic field being present.    

 

In addition to this another device that is used to allegedly pick up spiritual energy and is called a REM 

Pod was also flashing.  The team encountered a temperature drop at the top of the stairs and one of the 

team, Kerry felt hot breathing on her face.  The Olivius 5 responded with the word “why?” when Dee 

was asking a question about the Olivius 5. 

 

Living Room Area 

Back downstairs in the living room the team started talking about refurbishing the house to see if they 

could get a reaction from spirit.  The team encouraged spirit to make themselves known by going near 

the Rem Pod in order to make it light up.    

 

The team also lit a candle and invited the sprit to blow this candle, or make a bang, or make a tap. Dee 

got the name Doris and a beeping noise came from behind Kerry and Dee. The team heard a growling 

noise and investigated for a source of this but nothing was found.   During this period the team felt that 

there was more than one spirit here and that there could be a welsh connection.   Dee and Kerry heard a 

movement upstairs  

 

21:21: Kerry saw an Orb go straight across her eyes. Dee felt her throat feeling tight and her chest; also 

the team experienced the front room getting very cold.  Kerry had a feeling that spirit had needed an 

emergency tracheotomy.   Members of the team heard a lady’s voice when the question was asked if in 

life they had struggled up the stairs, Dee and Kerry felt pressure on their head, Dee still could feel a 

male presence.  Dee and Kerry heard a moan noise coming from behind them.  Kerry asked if the spirit 

was lonely, Dee felt the spirit say mind your own business I don’t want you here, then the members of 

the team heard a noise coming from behind Dee and Kerry. 

 

Olivius 5 responded with the word “heard” when asked if it was the male left on his own when the wife 

died first?   Andy asked if Spirit would like us to sing a song… There was no response to this question. 

Kerry and Dee felt a vibration under their feet and Dee got the name Walter come to her.  Andy G 

asked if there were any children here with us? But there was no response.  Dee kept hearing breathing 

loudly and heard weasing up the stairs.    
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The team were very surprised how quiet the house was, not even normal noises a house can make, just 

complete silence, The Team were talking about Ouija boards and Kerry felt that this was something 

that the spirits did not want done. Where the telly is behind Dee there was a very loud crack noise 

 

 

23:25-23:55 Séance  

The group decided to do a séance in the dining room, Kerry saw a lady stand behind Sarah but was not 

connected to the house, Kerry gave a message to Sarah and felt that the lady was a very kind loving 

lady who was there protecting her.  The team also got an elderly couple …. They were not in agreement 

with what we were doing, as if it was against their religion, at one point the spirit man was slightly 

angry at us for asking questions as it not any of our business.      

 

Dee feels very uncomfortable and aware of a feeling of extreme discomfort about what we are doing 

(i.e. paranormal investigation). At one point during the seance, Dee feels movement under the table and 

is also pinched very hard on the lower right leg. No mark is found, but the sensation is very intense.  

 

Andy G mentions Joshua 3:6 and was feeling the spirit getting to close so the group helped Andy G and 

asked the spirit to come away from Andy G and not get so close. It was clear that spirits did not like the 

séance going on so this was ended and Kerry undertook a process of making sure that this had been 

closed down properly. 

 

Lounge Bible reading experiment  

00:05 Bible reading by Andy F - Romans 8:31-39 

00:49 Dee feels the energy in the room change and her ears start 'buzzing' (a sign of psychic activity for 

her).  Immediately after this, Kerry's voice recorder goes completely dead - battery totally drained 

 

 

Master Bedroom experiment 

Andy G, Kerry and Dee went up into the main bedroom and sat on the floor in the dark whilst the rest 

of the group stated downstairs monitoring the CCTV on a screen for any signs of paranormal activity. 

 

01:15 Another of Kerry's recorders goes dead 

Andy G leaves the vigil due to feeling unbearably uneasy. 

Dee is again pinched very hard on her lower right leg (shin) - no marks seen, but feeling is very intense. 

Dee does not feel any particular presence in the room and is not at all uneasy - unlike earlier in the 

evening when she felt very definite energy in the bed area. 

When Kerry looked at Andy his face was disfigured, Kerry asked Dee if she could see it and she said 

“yes”.  So Kerry and Dee said to Andy to go downstairs as Spirit was trying to get Andy into a physical 

trance state, Dee and Kerry stayed for a bit longer but nothing happened so decided to make their way 

back downstairs. 

 

Near the end of the investigation, Dee is sitting in the recliner chair and is chatting to Kerry (who is 

standing opposite near the dining area) and is suddenly overcome (scared) by the very strong feeling 

that someone had come and sat down in the chair next to her.  Kerry notices her discomfort 

immediately and asks Dee what is up.  All the hair on Dee's neck stood up during the encounter 

 

01:40 Investigation ends  
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Investigation Two on 25.03.2017 

Pre-Investigation 

For the purpose of the second investigation the team used a different approach in not using so much 

technology and instead asking AC and her partner to be part of the investigation to see if AC was the 

focus of the activity.  AC would be there for part of the investigation only and then would be asked to 

leave and come back when the team had finished the investigation.   

 

Upon entering the property again, Kerry saw a man sat on the sofa next to the door, also again the 

silence of the house was unusual.   

 

Investigation  

 

Lounge  

18:43 Dee hears "Look for the dictionary" and is puzzled.  A thesaurus is found and Sarah opens L’... 

lodger. This was exactly the same word Andy F had had been saying the investigation is going to be 

conducted more along the lines of the team behaving like lodgers in the house. 

 

Dee was told by spirit about the number 696  and on page 696, the first word was ‘secular’.  This was 

the theme picked up on both investigations and it was felt that the team were not wanted and ‘they’ 

were angry possibly because ‘they’ don’t see the team as decent god’s law abiding people, as the team 

were are interested in contacting ‘them.   

 

19.00 Dee is sitting in the big chair (not recliner) and feels distinct air movement - a very cold draught, 

which many others of the team verify but cannot find the source for this 

 

Kerry saw a Shadow person in the dining area when the team were talking where he then came forth 

wagging his finger at Andy F saying “Shut up” repeatedly and then vanished.   

Kerry’s voice recorder was turned off?  When it was originally on and the battery was full and the same 

had applied to Andy F camcorder on the previous investigation when it was placed on its own in a 

room with no one around it.   Kerry and Dee heard footsteps upstairs in the bedroom.  

20:54 Dee feels seven short taps in/on her right ear. 

20:55-Sarah heard a man’s voice by the recliner chair in the corner of the lounge 

21:05 Kerry and Sarah heard voices in the hallway 

21:15 Dee is pinched hard on her right shin (this also happened at the last investigation). 

21:32 Dee (and others) hear a small cat-like sound near Andy F, who is seated on the sofa nearest the 

door. 

21:30 Sarah heard a cat meow then a midrange hmm 

21:37 Dee hears another small noise between Kerry and Andy F (both on the sofa) 

21:39 Sarah heard a child’s moan 

21:59 Dee hears "696" and suggests that maybe it's a page number for the 'dictionary'.  Sarah looks up 

and the first word on the page is "secular". 

22:05 Dee hears the name "David" at the same time that Andy F feels tingling and Andy G mentions 

the Lord's Prayer. 

22:45 While Andy F is talking about previous LPS member, Carl, and the exorcism her performed 

where he "called down Gabriel" a moan is heard by several members (very creepy). 

22:50 Dee feels tingly and cold on her lower legs. 

22:51 Dee hears ironic laughter in her head. 
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Top of the stairs landing and stairwell  

During a Q&A session using the beeping of the rem pod (placed in the small bedroom), it seems that 

the spirit (?) is not happy that Annette doesn't live in the house anymore. 

 

20.08 Dee is sitting on the top step and jumps out of her skin when she sees a fleeting dark shadow go 

across her legs and feels a definite rush of movement go past resulting in a big creak on the next step 

down!  

 

00:40 Investigation ends 

 

 

 

 

Post Investigation Evidence 

 

 

Electronic Voice Phenomenon Experiment  

 

Various sound recorders were used over two evenings of investigations with the following results 

captured on audio.  The spirit responses are voices heard on the audio recordings that are not team 

members or the property owners and there is no explanation for these voices on the recordings. 

 

Question – Can you make the different coloured lights flash for us please? 

 Spirit Response – No 

 

 Question - Are you just visiting here? 

 Unknown source of  response – I’ve been seen (Dee thinks this could have been her speaking) 

 

 One team members states Barnet and another team member respond “oh Barnet” 

 Spirit interaction is heard saying what sounds like Barnet conqueror  

 

 

Film 

During filming a number of orbs and light anomalies and one illuminated spider were caught on film. 

A number of these orbs could be put down to dust or other pieces of debris floating on the air currents.  

However some light anomalies and orbs could not be explained and no cause has been found for what 

they were. 

 

Conclusion  

 

During the two investigations the team felt that the temperature would sometimes dramatically change 

from comfortable to freezing especially in the upstairs front bedrooms.   Team members feel that this is 

the same “spirit residual” also feeling of that this is a pathway to past memories of spirit that would 

daily go through this house when it was just farm land or wasteland?  

 

There was a lot of unexplained movement in the small bedroom as indicated by the equipment used and 

conversations using the equipment that could be classed as paranormal. It is possible that spirits do 

visit, and maybe they are annoyed if they find people not abiding by holy law. Maybe ‘they’ are also 

annoyed with the young lad in the small bedroom, who seems to have a bit of an interest in the darker 

side of life! Maybe they were trying to tell us this. There is also a possibility that a man and his wife 

who lived in the house previously are the dominant spirits. 
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There is also the possibility that AC herself has some sensitive ability which is why she has a lot 

happen to her but there is no evidence to state that they are haunting her and this would explain the 

energy that she picks up in the house along with her partner.   

 

During this investigation it is also acknowledged that some paranormal experiences had nothing to do 

with this investigation. But were the result of personal contact for members with the other side that 

were just opportunistic and unexpected paranormal interaction at the time.      

Summary 

 

Is the house haunted?  

There is definitely something in the house but it is very hard to pin point what.  The team members are 

all agreed that whatever has taken place within the house over the past few years has in some way 

imprinted itself onto the property in much the same way as an audio recording would (please read stone 

tape theory) and can be picked up by people who are more sensitive.  

 

In order to state that this property is haunted, LPS would need to be able to provide the owner with 

irrefutable evidence and proof of a haunting such as evidence of an apparition either witnessed by the 

members or caught on film. Whilst some form of paranormal activity was experienced and recorded it 

is the conclusion of LPS that the house itself is not haunted by residual activity.    

 

At the top of the stairs the was an energy build where it felt unsafe to stand at the top of the stairs due 

to feeling of may being pushed or falling down? A natural human fear or spirit and that remain part of 

the question? 

 

However it is acknowledged that some spirits do pass through the property from time to time for 

reasons unknown at this time and this includes the two possible spirits of a man and a woman who the 

team believe to be possibly former residents of this property.  But these do not appear to pose any risk 

to people who may live at the property.   

 

This report has been anonymised to protect the owner of the property and is copyrighted to the Luton 

Paranormal Society. 
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